
 

 

 

  
 

 

Comments on File No. S7-02-10  
Concept Release on Equity Market Structure  

Thank you for extending the deadline to allow additional comments to the SEC’s 
Concept Release on Equity Market Structure. 

Immediate regulations should be put in place to: 
1) Force the Option Price Reporting Authority (OPRA) to time stamp all option data 

as it occurs not when it can be pushed out of the queue. 
2) Force the nine Option Exchanges to stop allowing “Quote Stuffing.” 

OPRA transmits option quote data via 48 different lines.  Each line is designated for 
symbols in a specified alphabetic range.  For example, line 1 is for options between A 
and ADMZZ, and line 38 is for SPY – SPYZZ. This document will focus on line #38 
because it is easier to research only one option chain rather than the other lines where 
multiple option chains would be required.  It should be noted that all lines appear to work 
similarly though the gates are set at different levels for each. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

The attached chart uses the color scale on the left to plot the quote rate in quotes per 
second for the 48 lines plus a total quote rate for all lines.  The X-axis is time in 
milliseconds starting at 15:14:59:000 and ending at 15:15:01:200, the Y-axis is the quote 
rate in quotes per second. The bold black line is the sum of all of the 48 quote rates.  In 
this chart the Total (Black line) makes a big spike at around 15:49:59:650 up to about 
1.5M quotes per second. This spike is within the OPRA limits of 3.5M quotes per 
second. 

(Data for this research supplied by Nanex, LLC)                              http://www.nanex.net/ 

At approximately the same time notice the bluish/purple line (#38) spikes up to about 
150,000 and then flat-tops for about 100 ms then moves up to about 275,000 for a period 
and then drops back off. This flat-top behavior occurs frequently throughout the day in 
all channels.  Statistically, a flattop like this can not happen unless the data flow is being 
controlled by a governor/gate which is assumed to be done by OPRA. 

Since the chart is plotted in quotes per second and each instant is a millisecond, then it is 
assumed that the initial gate setting for line #38 is 150 (150,000/1000) quotes at any one 
instant. There are approximately 2,152 SPY option symbols.  It would therefore take 
approximately 14.35 ms to completely update the SPY option chain for one exchange.  
There are 9 exchanges so to update all exchanges’ quotes (19,368) would take 129.12 ms.  
As can be seen the flat top gate is increased to 275 after 100 ms which allows more data 
to flow. Using gate two, the time to update all exchanges is reduced to about 116 ms.  
This demonstrates that any significant market move creates a significant data delay.  

http:http://www.nanex.net


   

   
  

   
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

The immediate issue with this gated system is that the data coming out at 116 ms is 
actually information from 116 ms ago though it is time stamped as current data.  This 
improper time stamping is a significant problem.  Data should be time stamped when 
generated, not when pushed out of the system.  Obviously, proper time stamping is 
necessary for a trader to make knowledgeably trades.  The inability for researchers to 
adequately understand what actually happened during the “Flash Crash” is further 
evidence for this need. 

In a previous post to the SEC’s Concept Release questionnaire 
http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-02-10/s70210-283.pdf 
It was assumed that the eventual intent was to use “Quote Stuffing” to clog up the entire 
option market.  Now, understanding the 48 different broadcast lines, it is obvious that the 
attacks are actually at specific stocks at different times.  Since the post it has been 
demonstrated to the SEC’s Compliance Inspectors that unnecessary high quote rates are 
now being broadcast from all option exchanges.  With rates reaching as high as 7,000 
quotes per second on a single option symbol and a day where 4,487 attacks were in 
excess of 1000 quotes per second on just the BBO data. 

On June 17, 2011, the same day as the chart above, the best bid on the 
SPY_20110630_137_Call flip flopped back and forth between ISE 83 contracts at 0.01 
and C2OE 150 contracts at 0.01 all day long at a rate of approximately 100 changes per 
second. 

oSPY_1130F137|09:30:04.125|ISEX|     0.01| 83|NationalBBO 
oSPY_1130F137|09:30:04.125|C2  | 0.01|  150|NationalBBO 
… 
oSPY_1130F137|15:14:59.650|C2  | 0.01|  150|NationalBBO 
oSPY_1130F137|15:14:59.650|ISEX|   0.01| 83|NationalBBO 
… 
oSPY_1130F137|16:00:00.000|C2  | 0.01|  150|NationalBBO 
oSPY_1130F137|16:00:00.000|ISEX|   0.01| 83|NationalBBO 

Detailed time and sales by exchange shows that the C2OE was placing and canceling its 
150 contract order at a continuous rate of about 50 times per second for the whole day.  
All of the option exchanges are now charging cancellation fees to supposedly stop this 
type of public activity. At $2 per cancellation the above placing an order and cancelling 
would cost a trader about $2.34million for the day. It is safe to assume that the activity is 
not being done by the public. This narrows the search for the bad guys down to those 
exempt from Exchange cancellation fees. 

http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-02-10/s70210-283.pdf


 

 

 

 

Unnecessary activity like this adds to the data flow that has to be handled by OPRA to 
broadcast quotes.  It is obvious that strategically placed burst of data chatter (Quote 
Stuffing) can easily blind one of the option market data lines without appearing to disrupt 
the total OPRA stream.  Quote Stuffing must be stopped. 

Proper time stamping should assist in detection of data delays.  OPRA certainly publishes 
statistical numbers such as average quote delays which are presumably used to determine 
if OPRA is meeting its mandates.  All time stamping, both in the option market and the 
equities market should be done as the event occurs, not when the information is finally 
pushed out of the queue. 

Harold R. Lanier 
hlanier@bellsouth.net 
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